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With advanced yoga and tao practices, where life and death becomes the
same, however Spirit lasts forever. Get to see It's Creation, from Heavens
above, made up of radio station, activity and the world, as family, you realize,
that without love, however love being shared and results. Everyone has this
birth right and sure, in this 8th wonder, a wonder, a human opening up of light,
with cyber security, however, many people became rich, didn't share the
wealth. Then we experimented with Radio Station, activity, to find the water
cell, Hydrogen, and Oxygen, that saved as, as if you put metal in water, water
regains it's course, so the Uranium and metal particles, are no longer in
service.

Chapter: ITAR Seattle Gunned

McChord AFB near Seattle, last half hour.

Chapter: ITAR State of Georgia - THAAD Deployed,



Patriot Battery System

State of Georgia, Russia, bombed.

Chapter: ITAR Slovakia - MIGs in the Air.

Biden should make it easy for Slovakia. For every 10 MiGs they provide Ukraine, we will
provide them with 9 F-16s and 2 F-15s.

Chapter: ITAR Washington D.C.

Activity over Washington, D.C.

Chapter: ITAR Washington Gas Stations Blown Up -
Tacoma

Gas stations blown up, air force base.



Chapter: ITAR NOTAM - China / Canada

NOTAM - China / Canada, bombings.

Chapter: ITAR Treasury Department / FBI Boston
Notified and Portland, Mount Shasta Mayor / SpaceX /
Falcon 9 / Carbon

Space fire, microcosm, Nuclear, cellular, junk.

Chapter: ITAR Battlefield

Especially when Greater Idaho business is over, but what was the employment history, and
background check before that and whether Benghazi? Now that the battlefield is starting. What
are the options? Airports are closed, travel plans tomorrow. Intense night.

Chapter: ITAR NATO One Army F-35s

They don't miss, no chance. NATO, F-35, One Army.



Chapter: Mexican Future - No English, only Spanish from
Europe - 400 Years Ago, But Still, no English, #PTSD
#FOXP2 #Children #Love - No #Men Inside #Casino,
Please, Not Good for #Customers. Stay on #Freeway.

children addiction, #mexican. no #english, #spanish #ptsd #foxp2, #burrito #mexico, no
#language, coming from #spain, living in #southamerica, speaking a #latin #tongue. #cocaine,
#children #love, #horses, #nevada. no #men allowed inside #casino.

Chapter: ITAR Great Falls, Montana - Yellow Stone

We forgive you, we love you, nice try, California Dreaming, Hotel California, return from
California, Montana, not the same among others. But we forgive you. FAA, air space closed,
Montana Businesses, in trouble.

Chapter: ITAR Resources Montana - Fresno Reservoir
Activity

Here's another clip from the Fresno Reservoir, #Montana livecam inside the Restricted Airspace.
I read reports of people seeing two Unidentified Flying Objects so I went back on the cam and
sure enough, you can clearly see two.



Chapter: ITAR BROS

>giant ecological disaster happens in the middle of america >giant earth quake erupts killing
thousands >two volcanos erupt at the same time >mysterious aircraft appear over the east
american periphery coming from asia >f22s and f15s intercept and shoot them down BROS.

Chapter: ITAR Weapons

ITAR Weapons, usage story, energy, para shakti, Benghazi employees, today can get more
money. Please walk across the street into Chevron and ask for it.

Chapter: ITAR Hays Moa - Benghazi / Greater Idaho

Hays Moa - Out of Dead Soldiers, military operations area. Lights out, approved military
operations. Another Squeeze. Flight simulator, F35, stealth mission, radar locked, send 5, wipe
out the whole country, no toilet paper or wrapper sound after that. Sounds are different in the
area, Benghazi. Made out of dead bodies.



Chapter: ITAR Map Intel Bombings / F-35 Auto Pilot /
Targets - Undisclosed 5.

Harder targets, match aggravation, there won't be any, after this, provocation.

Chapter: ITAR National Security Reasons - Greater Idaho
/ Benghazi

Greater Idaho / Benghazi, National Security Reasons, Canada.

Chapter: ITAR - All F-35s in Air - Independence Day

Test F-35, that we build, with software onboard 26 years ago, for NASA and Lockheed Martin,
Document repository. Approved F-35, all up in the air. $1 Billion per plane, test it please and
report back, any issues, we can send our IT guy, to fix the hardware, contact us for software.

Chapter: ITAR Greater Idaho Bombings - Calgary,
Montana, Washington, Oregon and Wyoming

Current bombings - Canada, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, greater Idaho movement.



Chapter: ITAR Alaska / Russia Bombings

High Altitude, Stealth Missions. Russia, Alaska, Chinese, full out war, bombs everywhere.

Chapter: ITAR Refueling - wild watching a refueling
flight for F15s with ADS-B off

Unfound, footage, refuel.

Chapter: ITAR Alaska Canada Montana Air Space /
Department of Defense

If this trajectory map is even approximate, said "trial balloon" spent very little time in US
airspace over Alaska because Alaska is smaller than Delaware. YES? NO? P.S. maybe it was
moving too fast for F-15s Gen.Smiley-Face should know. DOES HE??

Chapter: ITAR Boston Area Activity / Vancouver



A wrinkle for my fellow Western Massachusetts brethren: The shootdown of the Chinese balloon
was carried out by an F-22 Raptor from Joint Base Langley-Eustis, but with support from F-15s
from Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, Mass., according to senior U.S. official.

Chapter: ITAR F-16s, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
British and American in the Air - FAA Airspace Closed,
Northern Montana

FAA, airports closing soon. Multi international aerospace shut down. Department of Defense,
Operations. Immigrants with technology, US citizen, and not American, dual Citizenship, just in
case, not taking blame. Air refueling tankers in the air, long missions. 3rd air-to-air kill in 7 days.
Spokane air base. Abrams tanks on the ground. They are all up the air, feeling oil and gas,
smelling THAAD, strong, stinky soon.

Chapter: ITAR Arby's Workers in Montana / Greater
Idaho

Aliens. Another UFO. Northern Canada. Justin Trudeau. F-22. NORAD. UFOs. Project Blue
Beam. F-15s.

Chapter: ITAR - Possible third "cylindrical object" in this
area. F-15s and tankers in the area.



NOTAM.

Chapter: ITAR Montana Air Space

Major Operation, Ongoing, map.

Chapter: ITAR NORAD

This appears to have been a false alarm: New NORAD statement says “NORAD detected a radar
anomaly and sent fighter aircraft to investigate. Those aircraft did not identify any object to
correlate to the radar hits. NORAD will continue to monitor the situation.”

Chapter: ITAR Files - Post COVID / Global depression /
Downward spiral

Chinese medications and global pendamic continues.



Chapter: ITAR vs Gas Station Operations Brown
International Gangsters Worldwide Rental Cars Tracked
GEO Location - Total Social Idiots Return to Sender -
Didn't fit for 1 Day - Extremely Dangerous Motivations
vs Actionable Man vs Mom Bill

We are seeing extremely dangerous brown individuals on the freeway, tailgating people
worldwide, driving speed, thousands of them, breaking car windshields and flattening tires.

Chapter: ITAR - Benghazi Bad Data / Hillary Clinton

Certainly something interesting on Weather Channel Satellite, for radar. The CC values are
higher which normally wouldn't correlate to debris/chaff, but the location is suspicious near the
Temporary Flight Restriction for national defense. The tool, is trying to be VR. Radar needs to
focus on elements on the board, not UI / UX problems and tool impossible to use. Remember,
Benghazi tools? Now they are coming on the ground. Honey moon period, peace time is over.
Some folks got a second wife, some more children.


